
 NOTES AND COMMENT

 THE DEATH OF VITO VOLTERRA

 Readers of ECOLOGY will regret to learn of
 the death of Vito Volterra, in Rome, on Oc-
 tober 12, 1940. Professor Volterra distin-
 guished himself in many fields of scientific en-
 deavor, notably physics and mathematics, but he
 will be especially remembered by ecologists for
 his studies in mathematical biology, in which
 he formulated equations relating to population
 interactions in biological associations. These
 ideas were developed in "Saggi scientifici" pub-
 lished in Bologna, in 1920; in "Variations and
 fluctuations of the number of individuals in
 animal species living together" in the Appendix
 of Chapman's "Animal Ecology," New York,
 1931; and in "Les associations biologique au
 point de vue mathematique," which was written
 in collaboration with Umberto D'Ancona, Paris,
 1935. These and other works established Vol-
 terra as a leading figure in that group of scien-
 tists which developed the field of mathematical

 population biology, and which included, among
 others, A. J. Lotka, W. R. Thompson and A. J.
 Nicholson.

 Professor Volterra was born in Ancona on
 May 3, 1860. He studied at the University of
 Pisa, and held positions there as well as at the
 Universities of Turin and Rome. He lost his
 post as Professor of Mathematics at Rome in
 1931 when he, along with ten others among the
 1200 Italian professors, refused to subscribe to

 the "Oath of Fascism." Volterra was the Presi-
 dent of the International Committee of Weights
 and Measures, and was former President of the
 National Research Council of Italy. He was a
 member of the Institute de France, and of the
 Academies of Stockholm, Madrid, Gottingen,
 Washington, and Leningrad.

 ASHER J. FINKEL
 UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

 DENSITY OF CELL SAP IN REDWOOD

 Some twenty years ago a good many investi-
 gations of the osmotic concentration of the cell
 sap of plants were made, some of which in-
 volved the study of the concentration at dif-
 ferent height levels in trees, although none of
 them involved trees of any great size. The
 present writer had for a long time the idea of
 making such a study in tall Pacific Coast trees,
 but one day there came to attention Huber's
 "Transpiration in verschiedener Stammhohe I.
 Sequoia gigantea." (Zeitschr. f. Bot. 15: 465-
 482. 1923.) It seemed that as usual the om-
 nivorous Germans had pre-empted the field; but
 apparently the tree was chosen because it was
 the tallest in the college arboretum-15 meters
 high,-and so an investigation of really tall trees
 was still virgin territory.

 An opportunity to make a preliminary ex-
 ploration presented itself last summer and re-
 sulted in getting the osmotic concentration of
 the cell sap and the moisture content of the
 leaves of a single redwood (Sequoia semper-
 virens), at irregular intervals from the base to
 the top of a 243-foot tree.

 The leaf sprays of the current year's growth
 (1-2 inches long) were collected, placed in test
 tubes and were immediately frozen in a mixture
 of ice and salt. They were held frozen until
 sap extractions and cryoscopic determinations
 of the freezing point could be made.

 The tree stood in a fertile valley head on a
 branch of Monument Creek near Scotia, Cali-

 fornia. It was a tall, "slender" tree, 74 inches in
 diameter on the stump, sound, thrifty and clear
 of branches on the lower trunk. The samples
 were collected on August 15, 1939. The two
 weeks preceding this date had been dry and clear
 on this site, the nightly fogs having come in at
 lower levels. On August 15, however, the trees
 at this elevation were enveloped in thick fog,
 which dripped from all the tree tops, and every-
 thing was wet and cold up to noon, at which
 time the work was completed. The branches
 were whipped through the air to remove sur-
 plus water and were also run through the hands
 so that no more than surface films were left.
 But, notwithstanding these precautions, the
 situation waz hardly ideal for the desired tests.

 The leaves were collected as soon as the tree
 was felled. It dropped through a natural open-
 ing and did not tear limbs off of neighboring
 trees to confuse the mass of limbs and debris at
 the top, as usually happens. And, fortunately,
 the very top fell into an old road, and the ex-
 treme tree tip landed whole and in place, a
 most unusual bit of good fortune. Above 135
 feet, the trunk was badly shattered, and measure-
 ments of height are rather inaccurate, but the
 true height of the tree doubtless lay between
 235 and 250 feet.

 The determinations of cell-sap concentration
 and water content of leaves are given in table I.

 Figure 1 presents the same data graphically
 and shows that in the crown there is virtually
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